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Abstract. URock 2023a is an open source diagnostic model dedicated to wind field calculation in urban setting. It is based on

a quick method initially proposed by Röckle and already implemented in the proprietary software QUIC-URB. First, the model

method is described as well as its implementation in the free and open source geographic information system called QGIS.

Then it is evaluated against wind tunnel measurements and QUIC-URB simulations for four different building settings plus

one case with an isolated tree. The correlation between URock and QUIC-URB is high and URock reproduces quite well the5

spatial variations of the wind speed observed in the wind tunnel experiments. Sources of improvements are highlighted, which

are applicable both for URock and QUIC-URB. URock 2023a is available via the Urban Multiscale Environment Predictor

(UMEP), a city-based climate service tool designed for researchers and service providers presented as a plugin for QGIS. The

model, data and scripts used to write this manuscript can be freely accessed at https://zenodo.org/record/7681245.

1 Introduction10

Due to climate change, thermal comfort is getting an important topic in the urban planning process. An outdoor space should

be comfortable during summer time but also remains comfortable during winter time. Shortwave and longwave radiation,

wind speed, air temperature and relative humidity are the main meteorological variables that impact the human heat balance.

Radiation and wind speed are the variables the most spatially sensitive to a small variation of an urban configuration: a new

building will create shadow and also in most cases decrease the wind downstream. This will affect the outdoor thermal comfort15

and the weather conditions at the buildings boundaries which may also impact indoor thermal comfort. Thus, there is a need

for easy to use tools to calculate the level of radiation received by surfaces in an urban setting and also the spatial variations of

the wind. Several tools already exist to achieve this work such as Envi-met (Huttner and Bruse, 2009; Bruse, 2004), SkyHelios

(Matzarakis et al., 2021), Solene-microclimate (Morille et al., 2015; Musy et al., 2021) or (Kastner and Dogan, 2022). However,

these tools are proprietary softwares (or not publicly available concerning Solene-microclimate) making their use difficult for20

community development purpose. PALM is a 3D, CDF modelling system that can be used to predict the wind in urban area

using the PALM-4U components (Maronga et al., 2020). It is designed to model complex physical phenomenons and is thus

not dedicated to run large areas on a personal computer. More recently, an open source model (QES-Winds) based on the
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QUIC-URB one has been developped by Bozorgmehr et al. (2021). Urban Multi-scale Environmental Predictor (UMEP) is a

climate service tool that can be used for a wide variety of applications including thermal comfort (Lindberg et al., 2018). It is25

developped as a plugin available in the free and open source QGIS software. This integration facilitates the user interaction

with spatial information to determine model parameters, and to edit, map and visualise inputs and results. For this reason,

this cross-platform, free and open source tool is well suited for both researcher and practitioners within the field or urban

climatology. However, it does not have any model dedicated to wind calculation yet. This article presents the URock model,

which has been recently developped and added into UMEP.30

The requirement specifications were to have a relatively fast and accurate model, simple of use and resulting in a wind

field that can be used for indoor and outdoor applications (comfort and pollution). Many options were considered: prognostic

models, statistical models and diagnostic models. The first consists in solving the Navier-Stokes equations through numerical

methods. While this is probably the most accurate method, it is also the slowest and needs a certain degree of expertise for a user

to have relevant results (Tominaga et al., 2008). The second consists in using relationships that have been established between35

observed or simulated wind speed fields and a given set of explanatory variables such as distance to a wall or a tree, sky view

factor, etc. (Calzolari and Liu, 2021; Johansson et al., 2016). However, these relations are only valid for cases where the urban

setting remains quite close from the one(s) used to create the model. It can then be quite inaccurate in some specific urban

settings (Johansson et al., 2016). Moreover, atmospheric pollution and building applications need a three dimensional field and

for the three components of the wind, rendering the statistical modelling quite inappropriate. The last option, called diagnostic40

model, is a good compromise between the two first. It is a two steps approach: in the first step, the wind speed and wind

direction are initialized in several zones around wind obstacles. The location and size of the zones as well as the values used

for wind speed and wind direction are derived from wind tunnel observations. The second step consists in balancing the air flow

while minimizing the modifications of the initial wind field. Initially, this method was implemented at larger scale (buildings

were not considered) to take into account the effect of terrain elevation on the wind (Sherman, 1978; Ratto et al., 1994). At this45

scale, the initialization stage is not based on empirical laws deduced from wind tunnel experiments but performed using wind

observations: the wind speed is initialized in locations where wind observations are available. The resulting wind field using

this method is in quite good agreement with observations or wind fields derived from prognostic models (Wellens et al., 1970).

Röckle (1990) was the first to propose a quite detailed set of empirical laws to initialize the wind speed around buildings. At

our knowledge, the first software implementation of its work, called QUIC-URB, has been developped by Pardyjak and Brown50

(2003) and is available on request as a proprietary software. Several modifications have been performed to improve the model

accuracy: some of the empirical laws proposed by Röckle (1990) have been modified and new zones have also been created

(Bagal et al., 2004; Pol et al., 2006; Nelson et al., 2009). The QUIC software is initially dedicated to pollution dispersion but

the 3D wind field generated by QUIC-URB can also be used for outdoor thermal comfort applications (Girard et al., 2018) and

for building energy or building thermal comfort applications thanks to a pressure solver model (Brown et al., 2009b). Recently,55

Fröhlich (2016) and Fröhlich and Matzarakis (2018) have implemented in SkyHelios a diagnostic model which is also based

on the Röckle (1990) methodology and the QUIC-URB improvements. However, as previously highlighted, these models are

not available as free and open source code. Moreover, the methodology used for the initialization step is not fully described.
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This article presents the detailed methodology used by the free and open source diagnostic model URock which has been

implemented in UMEP (Sect. 2). Its implementation in UMEP is described Sect. 3. Several wind tunnel experiment data are60

freely available thanks to the Architectural Institute of Japan (AIJ). These data are used to verify that URock reproduces well

the wind field generated by QUIC-URB and also to investigate what are the main modifications that could be performed in

these current diagnostic models to improve their accuracy (Sect. 4).

2 Model description

URock can be used to calculate the 3D wind field of an urban area using information about the wind (at least speed and65

direction at a given height) and geographical data describing the area of interest (building and vegetation footprint and height).

Two main stages are used: wind field initialization and wind field balance.

The wind field is initialized according to empirical laws drawn from wind tunnel experiments. As QUIC-URB is nowadays

the most validated diagnostic model, all zones and their corresponding empirical laws used in URock are the ones also used in

QUIC-URB. In URock, nine different zones are identified around buildings and within vegetation:70

– Six belong to isolated buildings (Fig. 1a),

– A single zone (the so-called street-canyon) is created between two buildings close to each other (Fig. 1b).

– Two distinct zones are created within vegetation depending of their proximity with buildings (Fig. 1c).
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Figure 1. Illustration of the nine zones used in URock to initialize the wind field: (a) zones created by isolated building, (b) zones created

between nearby buildings and (c) zones created within vegetation.

The size of each of these zones is calculated from obstacle properties (such as height, length and width for building or

attenuation capacity for the vegetation). The wind speed and wind direction depends on the zone type and location within the75
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zone (distance to the wall, to the ground or the end of the zone). More informations about each of the zones will be given Sect.

2.3.2 (building zone size), 2.3.3 (vegetation zone size) and 2.3.4 (building and vegetation wind factors).

The wind field is then numerically balanced in order to make it physically relevant with the constraint to minimize the

differences with the initial wind field.

The algorithm used in URock is based on the following procedure (illustrated Fig. 2):80

1. Create URock geometries: the input geographical data is initialized into the format needed for the URock calculations,

2. Effect of all obstacles on the wind: some morphometric properties of the study area are calculated and can be used to set

a mean wind profile,

3. Effect of individual obstacles on the wind: each obstacle is considered individually to set the initial wind factor near

buildings and within vegetation,85

4. Calculates wind speed: the 3D wind speed components are initialized for each cell of the sketch and then used in the

numerical solver to get the final balanced wind field.

Figure 2. Overall methodology used by the URock model
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Each step of this procedure will be described in the following subsections.

2.1 Creation of URock geometries

This step is dedicated to the transformation of standard input vector geometries into a format that will facilitates the wind speed90

initialization and also to create the grid used for numerical solving. The following processes are used (Fig. 3). First, individual

buildings are converted to stacked blocks. Then, the entire sketch (buildings and vegetation) is rotated to always have the wind

coming from North. Last, a 3D grid of rectangular-based cells is created and the facades being upwind as well as those being

downwind are identified.

Figure 3. Procedure used to create the URock geometries

2.1.1 Creation of stacked blocks95

Buildings may have an oversampled number of points, which may result in a considerable amount of Röckle zones (some of

the zones are created for each unique segments) and thus results in low computation efficiency. To avoid such issue, building

geometries are first simplified removing useless points1.

The size of a Röckle zone depends on the size of the obstacle. In URock, buildings touching each other but having a different

height are transformed into vertically stacked blocks as shown in Fig. 4 (method also used in QUIC-URB). A preliminary task100

1This is done using the H2GIS ST_Simplify function (http://www.h2gis.org/docs/dev/ST_Simplify/) with

distance = GEOMETRY_SIMPLIFICATION_DISTANCE (default 0.25 m)
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is to merge buildings touching each other or being within a given distance to each other. A buffer is created around each

building2 and the footprints touching each other are spatially unioned. Then, we round building height values and we create as

many stacked blocks as there are isolated blocks of same height.

Figure 4. Method used to convert buildings to stacked blocks

2.1.2 Sketch rotation

All obstacles are rotated in order to have the wind coming downward to simplify the equations used in the initialization step.105

The rotation center is defined as the top right corner of the smallest bounding box containing all obstacles.

2.1.3 Upwind facades identification

Each facade (defined as individual segment belonging to a given stacked block) facing the wind is identified in order to apply

the displacement zone scheme. This scheme affects from the bottom of the facade and up to 60% of the facade height. Thus

first several facades belonging to (or nearby) a same vertical plan are merged in order to avoid unexpected displacement zone110

scheme such as illustrated Fig. 5a3. The facade base height HFBi+1 (HFB1 in Fig. 5b) of the upper stacked block is then set to

the base height of the bottom stacked block.
2This is done using the H2GIS ST_BUFFER function (http://www.h2gis.org/docs/dev/ST_Buffer/) with bufferSize = SNAPPING_TOLERANCE (default

0.3 m) and bufferStyle=‘join=mitre’
3a facade from an upper stacked block is snapped to the facade of the lowest stacked block if sufficiently close using the function

ST_SNAP (http://www.h2gis.org/docs/dev/ST_Snap/) with a snapTolerance = SNAPPING_TOLERANCE (default 0.25 m)
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Figure 5. Facade base height and displacement zone of an upper stacked block if the facade is (a) outside or (b) within the snapping tolerance

2.1.4 Downwind facades identification

Each downwind facade (defined as linestring - multisegments connected to each other) is identified in order to apply the cavity

and wake zone schemes. Wake zones are defined from the ground while cavity zones starts at cavity base height (HCB). In115

URock, the cavity zone of a stacked block i may alter the cavity zone of the stacked block i-1 located below up to its cavity

base height (HCBi
- Fig. 6). This property is defined Eq. 1 ((Brown et al., 2009a)).

HCBi
= HBi

� Li

Li�1
· (Hi�1�HBi�1) (1)

where HBi
is the base height of stacked block i above ground level, HBi�1 is the base height of stacked block i-1 above ground

level, Hi�1 is the top height of stacked block i-1 above ground level, Li the cross wind width of stacked block i, Li�1 the cross120

wind width of stacked block i-1.
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Figure 6. Cavity base zone extension for downwind facades of an upper stacked block

2.1.5 Grid generation

The grid of rectangular-based cells is created according to a horizontal and a vertical resolution set by the user. The size of the

grid is defined as an extend distance beyond built Röckle zones and vegetation boundaries (Fig. 7). By default, the values for

the extends are 60 m, 40 m and 20 m respectively for along-wind, cross-wind and vertical axis4.125

4these values can be modified in the code by the user using respectively ALONG_WIND_ZONE_EXTEND, CROSS_WIND_ZONE_EXTEND and

VERTICAL_EXTEND variables
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Figure 7. Domain size definition according to along-wind zone extend, cross-wind zone extend and vertical extend

2.2 Effect of all obstacles on the wind

The vertical wind profile is initialized considering mean roughness properties of the study area (Fig. 8).
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Figure 8. Procedure used takes into account the effect of all obstacles on the wind field

2.2.1 Calculation of study area properties

The roughness height (z0) and displacement length (d) are both calculated as a unique value characterizing the entire study

area. The method described by Hanna and Britter (2002) is used. First the normalized frontal area (�f ) is calculated as the130

ratio between the projected frontal area of obstacle facing the wind (Af ) and the area of the smallest rectangle containing all

buildings and vegetation (AT ). Then z0 and d are calculating based on the area-weighted geometric mean obstacle height (Hr)

and the (�f ) value. Note that the equations differ upon (�f ) values (Tab. 1).

Table 1. Displacement length and roughness height equations depending on the normalized frontal area value. Note that Hanna et Britter

specified that these relations are valid for an upper Hr limit of about 20 m, thus it may lead to higher error if applied to neighborhoods such

as skyscrapers.

Condition Displacement length d (m) Roughness height z0 (m)

�f <= 0.05 d = 3 · �f · Hr z0 = �f · Hr

0.05 <= �f < 0.15 d = 0.15 +5.5 · (�f � 0.05) z0 = �f · Hr

0.15 <= �f < 1 d = 0.7 +0.35 · (�f � 0.15) z0 = 0.15 · Hr

1 <= �f d = 1 z0 = 0.15 · Hr

2.2.2 Initialization of vertical profile

In this URock version, the vertical wind speed profile is set homogeneously on the entire calculation domain. Three possible135

choices are currently available to set the vertical profile using:

– a power-law such as defined by Pardyjak and Brown (2003) (Eq. 2),
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– an urban profile defined as an exponential increase within the canopy (Cionco, 1972) and logarithmic increase above the

canopy (Eq. 3),

– a user defined profile.140

V (z) = Vref · ( z

zref
)p (2)

where V (z) is the wind speed at height z above ground level, Vref is the reference wind speed observed (or modeled) at the

reference height, zref is the height above ground level of the reference wind speed, p = 0.12 · z0 + 0.18 is the exponent of the

power-law where z0 is the roughness height of the study area (Matzarakis and Endler, 2009).

V (z) =

8
><

>:

Vref · exp(a · ( z
Hr

� 1)) if z < Hr

Vref ·
log( z�d

z0
)

logzref z0
otherwise

(3)145

where a = 9.6 ·�f is the attenuation coefficient (Macdonald, 2000), �f is the normalized frontal area, Hr is the area-weighted

geometric mean height of all obstacles, z0 is the roughness height, d is the displacement length (Tab. 1).

The two first solutions only need a reference height and the corresponding wind speed as input while the second solution

needs to have wind speed observed / modeled at several height in the atmosphere.

2.3 Effect of individual obstacles on the wind150

Obstacles locally alter the wind field: wind direction or/and wind speed may be modified within vegetation and around build-

ings. The Röckle approach is applied to set an initial wind factor to those locations using seven building schemes and two

vegetation ones (Fig. 9). First, stacked block properties are calculated. Then building and vegetation Röckle zones boundaries

are identified and the wind factor corresponding to each zone is calculated. Last, some rules are set to keep only one wind

factor value when two (or more) Röckle zones overlay.155
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Figure 9. Procedure used to take into account the effect of each individual obstacle on the wind field

2.3.1 Stacked block properties calculation

The stacked block height, effective width (cross-wind width - Weff ) and effective length (along wind length - Leff ) are the

three input parameters used to calculate the building zones. While the definition of the first one have not changed over QUIC-

URB versions (difference of height between the top and the base of a stacked block), the definition of the two others have

been updated by Nelson et al. (2008) to improve the accuracy of the estimated wind field when the wind was not coming160

perpendicular to the facade of a rectangular building (Fig. 10).
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Figure 10. QUIC-URB method to calculate the building effective width and building effective length (a) before and (b) after modifications

proposed by Nelson et al. (2008). Source: Adapted from Nelson et al. (2008)

However, their modified algorithm only works for rectangular shape whereas our stacked blocks may have any shape. Thus

the effective width and length are calculated using respectively Eq. 4 and 5.

Weff = WBBox · AB

ABBox
(4)

Leff = LBBox · AB

ABBox
(5)165

where Weff is the effective width of the stacked block in URock, Leff is the effective length of the stacked block in URock,

WBBox is the cross-wind width of the stacked block bounding box (corresponding to Weffquic
in Fig. 10a), LBBox is the

cross-wind length of the stacked block bounding box (corresponding to Leffquic
in Fig. 10a), AB is the stacked block footprint

area (cf Fig. 10a), ABBox is the area of the stacked block bounding box (cf Fig. 10a).

2.3.2 Building Röckle zones calculation170

This section contains a partial description of the building Röckle zones calculated in URock. More details can be found in the

appendix A.

Displacement zone
The displacement zone is defined as a quarter of ellipse located on each upwind facade (cf Fig. 1a) such as defined by Kaplan

and Dinar (1996).175

Displacement vortex zone
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The displacement vortex zone is defined as a quarter of ellipse located on each upwind facade whenever the angle between

the wind direction and an upwind facade ✓wind/upwindF
is within

[90-PERPENDICULAR_THRESHOLD_ANGLE, 90+PERPENDICULAR_THRESHOLD_ANGLE] (cf Fig. 1a). The de-

fault value for180

PERPENDICULAR_THRESHOLD_ANGLE is set to 15�compared to 20�in QUIC-URB (Bagal et al., 2004). The reason for

this difference is that the rooftop perpendicular scheme is also activated when the upwind facade is nearby the perpendicular

from the wind direction but the condition for activation of the rooftop perpendicular and displacement vortex differs in QUIC-

URB (15�for the rooftop perpendicular while 20�for the displacement vortex) while we chose to have consistency between

these two schemes in URock. However, the size of the zone is identical in URock and QUIC-URB (Bagal et al., 2004).185

Cavity zone
The cavity zone can be seen as a quarter of ellipse but having a slightly modified equation. If a standard ellipse has a fixed

center, the one used in URock has a center which moves upon the along-wind direction, following the facade coordinates (cf.

Fig. 1a). For complex stacked blocks having multiple downwind facades, this definition results in the cavity zones illustrated

Fig. 11. For any downwind facade, the ellipse has the same size at a given coordinate along the cross-wind axis (left to right on190

the Figure). This is most probably not the case in the reality and thus must be further investigated in future URock versions.

Building

Cavity

Zones:

Figure 11. View from the top of the cavity zones created for a complex stacked block

Wake zone
The wake zone comes along with the cavity zone. Thus it has exactly the same shape but is three times longer along-wind

(Kaplan and Dinar, 1996).

Rooftop perpendicular zone195
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The rooftop perpendicular zone is defined as a half ellipse base cylinder cut along its height and located on each rooftop

with lengths consistent with the ones defined by Pol et al. (2006). It is only created when the angle between the wind direction

and an upwind facade ✓wind/upwindF
is within

[90-PERPENDICULAR_THRESHOLD_ANGLE, 90+PERPENDICULAR_THRESHOLD_ANGLE] (cf Fig. 1a). The de-

fault value for200

PERPENDICULAR_THRESHOLD_ANGLE is set to 15�, the same value as in QUIC-URB (Pol et al., 2006). Note that the

rooftop perpendicular zones are only defined above buildings and extend along-wind from upwind facades, leading to cylinders

having non parallel bottom and top sections whenever the wind is not perpendicular to the upwind facade.

Rooftop corner zone
The rooftop corner zone is defined as a square base oblique pyramid located on rooftop along an upwind facade with the205

apex starting from the most upwind point (cf Fig. 1a). The size of the zone is calculated using Bagal et al. (2004) equations.

The scheme is activated only when the angle between the wind direction and an upwind facade ✓wind/upwindF
is within

+-[90+CORNER_THRESHOLD_ANGLE_MIN, 90+CORNER_THRESHOLD_ANGLE_MAX] and the default values for

CORNER_THRESHOLD_ANGLE_MIN and CORNER_THRESHOLD_ANGLE_MAX are respectively 30 and 70�.

Street canyon zone210

The street canyon zone is created between two stacked blocks when the upstream building cavity zone intersects an upwind

facade of a downstream building.

2.3.3 Vegetation Röckle zones calculation

Similarly as QUIC-URB (Nelson et al., 2009), two different schemes are dedicated to the vegetation in URock: one when

the vegetation is located within a building influence (vegetation in built-up area) and the other when is is far from building215

influence (vegetation in open area).

Vegetation in built-up areas
The vegetation built zone is defined wherever the wake zone of any building intersects the footprint of a vegetation patch.

Only the column of air located within the vegetation canopy belongs to the zone (cf Fig. 1c).

Vegetation in open areas220

The vegetation open zone is defined wherever the footprint of a vegetation patch is not intersected by any building wake

zone. The entire column of air (below, within and above the vegetation) belongs to the zone (cf Fig. 1c).

2.3.4 Wind factors calculation

Once the wind zone are defined, wind factors along the three components are set. They are defined as fraction of the wind

speed at a given height and position and are Röckle zone dependent. The equations used to calculate these wind factors are225

described B. For a more visual representation of these equations, please refer to the wind field illustrated Fig. 1.
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2.3.5 Management of zone interactions and superimpositions

The philosophy of the URock workflow to deal with zone interactions and superimpositions is mainly based on QUIC-URB

method. For the reader willing to find the main physical motivations for the choice made in the URock method, please refer to

Brown et al. (2009a, 2013). However, although the philosophy and main physical reason for their method are well described,230

it is difficult to discern a clear algorithm in the QUIC-URB method. This section tries to fill this gap.

Concerning zone interactions, the cavity zone of any stacked block may remove or create zones when some given conditions

are met. In URock, it removes any rooftop zone and any downwind building zone respectively for the cavity-rooftop and

cavity-downwind facade interactions (Fig. 12). Backward cavity and wake zones are also created in the case of the cavity-

upwind facade interaction. They have the same size as forward cavity and wake zones except that they start from upwind235

facades instead of downwind facades and thus go in the opposite direction. Their wind factor for a same distance from wall

and height is also identical as forward cavity and wake zones except that they are multiplied by a coefficient of attenuation.

The value of this coefficient depends of the location of the upwind facade within the cavity zone. The value of the cavity zone

wind factor at the top of the upwind facade is taken as attenuation coefficient. Backward zone creation removes all downwind

zones (cavity, wake, and street canyon) which may be at this position. definition of the upwind stacked block: it starts from the240

upper part of the backward zones instead of the ground.

Figure 12. Description and results of the Röckle zone interactions implemented in URock.

Once these interactions are solved, some points of the space may be covered by several zones (Röckle zones superimposi-

tion). In this case, the following procedure is used (presented Fig. 13 and further described afterward):

1. Only forward building zones superimpositions are solved in order to have a single wind factor per point of the space,
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2. Similar work is performed with backward building zones but previously weighted by forward wake zones,245

3. Forward and backward wind factors are merged (backward wind factors are used in case of zone intersections),

4. The resulting wind factors are multiplied by vegetation weights when they intersect vegetation zones.

Figure 13. Workflow used to deal with zone superimposition

Step 1 consists in three tasks. The first task is to deal with superimposition happening between all building zones. To achieve

this, the zone created by the most upstream stacked block is conserved (the origin of a zone is defined by the upwind facade

for rooftop and displacement zones and by the downwind one for cavity, wake and street canyon zones). If equal, then the zone250

created by the upper stacked block is conserved. If equal, the conserved zone is defined using the following priority order:

street canyon, cavity, rooftop perpendicular, rooftop corner, displacement vortex, displacement, wake. The second task is to

deal with superimposition happening only between wake zones. The most upstream and highest stacked block rules described

above is again used. The last task is to multiply the wind factors coming from task 1 by those obtained from task 2 only if those

from task 2 come from a more upstream and highest stacked block.255

Step 2 is quite similar to step 1. The first task is applied using backward cavity and backward wake zones but conserving

zones created by the most downstream stacked block instead of the most upstream one. The second task is applied using only

backward wake zone using the most downstream stacked block rule. The third task is also a combination of the results from
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task 1 and task 2 but using the most downstream stacked block rule. A last task is added using the forward wake zone wind

factors (obtained in step 1 task 2) to multiply the results from step 3.260

Step 3 and 4 are simpler thus the description given previously is sufficient to understand what is performed. Fig. 14 illustrates

the result of the whole superimposition procedure (considering only 5 zone types for the sake of simplicity: vegetation, cavity,

wake, backward cavity and backward wake).

Figure 14. Example of zones resulting from the superimposition workflow

2.4 Wind speed calculation

The wind speed field calculation is performed in two steps: first the wind speed is initialized for all points of the domain and265

second the numeric wind solver is applied to balance the wind flow (Fig. 15).

Figure 15. Procedure used to calculates wind speed field from vertical wind profile and wind factors

2.4.1 Initial wind field calculation

Once the wind factors WF are calculated and unique for any point of the space, they are used along with the vertical wind

profile to initialize the wind speed field using Eq. 6.
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8
>>>><

>>>>:

U0(x,y,z) = WFU (x,y,z) · Vwp(xref ,yref ,zref )

V0(x,y,z) = WFV (x,y,z) · Vwp(xref ,yref ,zref )

W0(x,y,z) = WFW (x,y,z) · Vwp(xref ,yref ,zref )

(6)270

where U0(x,y,z), V0(x,y,z), W0(x,y,z) the wind speed respectively along x, y and z axis for the point with coordinates x, y,

z; WFU (x,y,z), WFV (x,y,z), WFW (x,y,z) the wind factor respectively along x, y and z axis for the point with coordinates

x, y, z (default 1 is not covered by any Röckle zone); Vwp(xref ,yref ,zref ) the along wind (y-axis) wind speed for the point at

the reference position of the zone

Three definitions of Vwp(xref ,yref ,zref ) exists depending on the zone:275

1. the wind speed is taken at the top of the facade that corresponds to the begining of the zone (note that in the current

version of URock, the entire domain has the same vertical wind profile, thus only zref will affect Vwp(xref ,yref ,zref )

value):

(a) upwind facade for displacement, displacement vortex, backward cavity and backward wake zones,

(b) downwind facade for cavity and street canyon.280

2. the wind speed at the location of the point of interest (x, y, z): wake, vegetation built and vegetation open zones (all

weighting zones),

3. the wind speed at the reference height used in Eq. B5 and B6: rooftop perpendicular and rooftop corner zones.

2.4.2 Numerical wind solver

The last step of the methodology consists in balancing the air flow minimizing the modifications of the initialized wind field.285

To achieve this, the Lagrange multiplier � in Eq. 7 is calculated. First, the initial wind field calculated at the center of each

voxel is linearly interpolated to the voxel faces. Afterwards, an iterative process is used to calculate the 3D values of � (for

more detail concerning the numerical solver, please see Pardyjak and Brown (2003)).

E(u,v,w,�) =
Z

V

[↵2
1 · (u�u0)2 +↵2

1 · (v� v0)2 +↵2
2 · (w�w0)2 +� · (@u

@x
+

@u

@x
+

@u

@x
)] · dx · dy · dz (7)

where E(u,v,w,�) the function to minimize, V the whole domain, ↵1 and ↵2 Gaussian precision moduli that can be used to290

favour modification of the wind field toward horizontal or vertical direction (by default set to 1), u, v, w the balance wind field,

u0, v0, w0 the initial wind field, dx, dy, dz the domain resolution along x, y and z axis
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If �t
i,j,k and �t+1

i,j,k are � values for cells located at coordinates i, j, k at iteration steps t and t + 1 respectively, we stop the

iterative process when the condition described Eq. 8 is met.

E =
nxX

i=1

nyX

j=1

nzX

k=1

|�t+1
i,j,k ��t

i,j,k| < ✏ (8)295

where ✏ the threshold value to stop iterations (default 0.0001)

Last, the wind velocity field is updated using the final � values (Eq. 9). Note that the wind speed orthogonal to the boundary

of a solid cell should be zero ( @�
@n ) and at the inflow/outflow boundary, the initial wind profile should not be modified (� = 0).

⇢
u = u0 + 1

2·↵2
1

· @�
@xv = v0 + 1

2·↵2
1

· @�
@y w = w0 + 1

2·↵2
2

· @�
@z

(9)

3 Model implementation300

Currently, URock 2023a is openly available as a QGIS plugin in the Zenodo repository https://zenodo.org/record/7681245 (the

tool development is currently performed on GitHub at https://github.com/j3r3m1/urock_processing and will be soon continue

at https://github.com/UMEP-dev). It is mainly coded in Python and can be used as a standalone python library. Most of the

spatial analysis is performed using the H2GIS spatial database (Bocher et al., 2015). The wind solver is based on the Numba

Python library to boost the calculations.305

In QGIS, the following minimal informations are needed:

– geographical informations: one GIS layer for buildings or one for vegetation, with at least a single attribute for roof or

crown top height from ground respectively,

– wind conditions: wind speed and direction at a given height or a wind direction and a file containing a wind profile (csv

file with height as first column, wind speed as second column),310

– cell size: the vertical and the horizontal resolution used for the wind solver,

– output height: one or several height for which the wind field is needed.

As output, URock 2023a can save the 3D wind field in a NetCDF file or wind information along one or several planes at a

height defined by the user in two formats: a raster file containing the absolute wind speed or a vector file containing horizontal

wind speed, vertical wind speed, absolute wind speed and wind direction.315

Soon, URock 2023a will be integrated within the QGIS plugin called UMEP. Like any UMEP processor, URock comes with

its own preprocessor called urock_prepare and its own postprocessor called urock_analyser (cf. workflow Fig. 16). The first

is useful if the user has the building footprint (or vegetation) but without height attribute. If he has a Digital Surface Model

(for building or vegetation) and a Digital Elevation Model, he can use urock_prepare to generate the building and vegetation

file in the right format. The postprocessor is used once URock 2023a has been run and a NetCDF file saved to plot a section320

view of the wind along a line or a vertical wind profile averaging the wind within a polygon. These two modules are already
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available on GitHub (at https://github.com/j3r3m1/urock_prepare and https://github.com/j3r3m1/urock_analyser respectively)

but will be soon integrated within the UMEP project.

Figure 16. Workflow used to generate and analyse a wind field from raster data using URock and its related preprocessor and postprocessor

4 Model evaluation

In this section, URock (version 0.0.1) simulations are compared to QUIC-URB (version 6.4.1 in Matlab R2020b) simulations325

and wind tunnel measurements for both simple and more complex cases. Vertical and horizontal resolutions are set identically

in URock and QUIC-URB. Preliminary investigations have shown a very limited effect of the resolution on the accuracy. Thus

the main motivation for the resolution chosen in this paper is to facilitate the visual comparison between the models outputs

and the measurements.

Spatial data and vertical wind profiles are set according to wind tunnel experiment parameters. All wind tunnel data are330

freely available on the AIJ website5.

4.1 Computation time

For each of the AIJ cases simulated using the URock model, the number of cells used for the calculation and the computation

time are given Tab. 2. The calculations have been performed using a single processor (frequency of 2.3 GHz) of a personal

computer. The installed Random Access Memory of the computer is 16 GB. Note that the time presented also account for file335

loading (spatial information and wind conditions), initializing connection with the database used for spatial calculation and

writing output files.

4.2 General agreement between URock and QUIC-URB

Based on the locations where the wind has been observed in the AIJ wind tunnel experiment, the correlation coefficient

calculated between URock and QUIC-URB is shown for horizontal, vertical or absolute wind speed for each of the test cases340

(Tab. 3).
5https://www.aij.or.jp/jpn/publish/cfdguide/index_e.htm (last access: 9 December 2022)
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Table 2. Domain size used for the URock 2023a model to simulate AIJ cases and associated computation time

AIJ case Number of cells Calculation time (s)

AIJ_CaseA 199,778 23

AIJ_CaseB 314,415 23

AIJ_CaseC - from West 667,485 40

AIJ_CaseC - 22.5° clock-wise from West 786,236 33

AIJ_CaseE - 202.5° clock-wise from North 6,379,965 340

AIJ_CaseE - 90° clock-wise from North 5,967,360 318

AIJ_CaseG 280,112 33

Table 3. Correlation coefficients between URock and QUIC-URB for each AIJ cases

AIJ case Horizontal Vertical Absolute

AIJ_CaseA - 1.25m 0.94 0.71 -

AIJ_CaseA - 12.5m 0.87 0.76 -

AIJ_CaseB - 1.25m 0.99 0.34 -

AIJ_CaseC – 0° from West - - 0.88

AIJ_CaseC – 22.5° clock-wise from West - - 0.88

AIJ_CaseE – 202.5° clock-wise from North - - 0.79

AIJ_CaseE – 90° clock-wise from North - - 0.82

AIJ_CaseG - - 0.42

QUIC-URB and URock show a good agreement for most of the cases. Two cases have particularly low correlation coefficient:

case G and the vertical wind speed for case B. For the first case, the low score is only due to the fact that in this case, the spatial

variations of the wind speed are very low (thus even a small difference leads to a considerable decrease of the correlation). For

the latter case, the low score is mainly explained by only three points having really high value in QUIC while low in URock.345

However, these points are not relevant since they are associated to upward winds both in QUIC and URock while downward

winds in the AIJ data (further discussed section 4.4).

In the next sections, QUIC-URB results are shown only when they differ sufficiently from URock results. Thus, most of the

success and limitations that are shown for URock are also applicable for QUIC-URB.

4.3 Isolated building - square base350

The building used for this case has a square base of size b and its height is twice its width (h = 2 · b). More informations about

the inflow wind profile and accurate sensor location can be found in the case A description on the AIJ website and also in

MENG and HIBI (1998).
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Horizontal wind vectors near the ground show a good agreement between models and observations. The main differences

can be observed near the corner of the upwind facade where the cross-wind component is higher in the AIJ data than in URock.355

Absolute horizontal wind speed generally agree except in an along-wind ellipse located right beside the building edge (red

ellipse Fig. 17a). Due to the absence of Röckle zone in this area, URock overestimates the wind speed (Fig. 17c).

Figure 17. AIJ wind tunnel measurement as well as URock and QUIC-URB outputs for a square base isolated building

Near the ground (z = 0.125 · b), URock vertical wind speed values are really low (included between -0.15 and 0.05 m/s)

while observations show quite high wind speed locally (below 0.5 and above 1.5 m/s). The main spatial difference is located

near the upwind edges of the building: the displacement vortex that goes cross-wind along the upwind facade is known to360

continue its way up and along-wind when it reaches the building corner. This leads to a non-negligible vertical component in

this area as we can see Fig. 17b.

At higher level (z = 1.25 · b), the absolute vertical wind values observed are lower (below 0.5 m/s) and URock captures well

the spatial variability of the AIJ values (Fig. 17e).

Wind tunnel measurements have also been performed within an along-wind sectional plane located on the building center.365

The wind vectors in URock and QUIC-URB are quite consistent with those observed in the AIJ data. The main difference is
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located at the top of the roof where a clear vortex structure is created in URock while it does not exist (or is limited in size) in

the wind tunnel observation and in QUIC-URB (Fig. 17d).

4.4 Isolated building - rectangular base

The building used for this case has a rectangular base of width b (along-wind) and length equal to 4 · b (cross-wind) while its370

height is also 4 · b. More informations about the inflow wind profile and accurate sensor location can be found in the case B

description on the AIJ website.

URock model has the same qualities and shortcomings for the rectangular than for the square base case except that the

following shorcomings are exacerbated. First, the cross-wind component of the AIJ vectors near the building corner is higher

than the along-wind one and this affects the wind direction of most of the wind vectors downstream (Fig. 18a). Second, the375

ellipse impacted by wind overestimation is slightly wider than previously.

Figure 18. AIJ wind tunnel measurement as well as URock and QUIC-URB outputs for a rectangular base isolated building

One of the reasons for having low values for the cross-wind component near the building corner might come from an

underestimation of downward wind in the displacement zone. In QUIC-URB and URock, a vortex is initialized in front of the

upwind facade. This result in an downward wind close to the wall and an upward wind more upwind. According to Fig. 18b, it
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seems either this zone is not relevant, either it has to be modified in order to have a downward wind where it currently has an380

upward wind.

The sectional plot shows a clear wind speed decrease of the AIJ measurement above the building cavity zone (in the rooftop

zone and its prolongation - red ellipse Fig. 18c). This zone do not correspond to any Röckle zone and thus is overestimated

by the URock model (and also the QUIC-URB one). In the square and rectangular building cases, the displacement zones

differ between URock and QUIC-URB: they are bigger in URock. While it does not impact much the wind field in the square385

building case (Fig. 17d), the differences are more pronounced in the rectangular case: the wind speed and direction near the

ground is more consistent between URock and the AIJ data than in QUIC-URB and the AIJ data (Fig. 18c).

4.5 Regularly distributed cubes

The nine cubic buildings used for this case are regularly distributed in three rows of three buildings. The distance separating

each building is equal to the building width. More informations about the inflow wind profile and accurate sensor location can390

be found in the case C description on the AIJ website. Note that for this experiment, only the absolute wind speed is measured.

When the wind comes from the West, the scatterplot of URock versus AIJ wind speed looks quite similar as the one obtained

for a single isolated building (Fig. 17c): half of the points follows well a (green) line parallel to the y = x line and the other half

is above this line (Fig. 19b). Most of the points located above the line belong to the red ellipses drawn Fig. 19a. A reduction

of the wind speed in these zones may then have a double positive impact: first the points have a good chance to get closer to395

the green dash line and second a reduction of the wind speed at the entrance of the streets may decrease the wind speed of all

locations, thus decreasing the positive bias of the current URock version.
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Figure 19. AIJ wind tunnel measurement and as URock outputs for regularly distributed cubes

When the wind comes 22.5� clockwise from the West, a large fraction of the location has a good agreement between URock

output and observations (Fig. 19d). However, a non-negligible fraction of points are clearly underestimated by URock. The

largest fail is located downwind most of the buildings, at the boundary between their cavity and wake zone (Fig. 19c). These400

underestimated zones are also downstream a small ray of street canyon zone. The conjonction of these zones induces a really

small wind speed at the initialization stage (cavity/wake zone boundary) and no reason to get a much higher wind speed after

the mass-balance stage since the wind in the street canyon zone is heading toward an other direction than the red ellipses.

4.6 Isolated tree

The tree used for this case has a 2 m width square base, its crown being located 1.2 m above ground level and extends up to 7405

m. Its trunk is considered to have a negligible effect thus it is represented in URock. More informations about the inflow wind

profile and accurate sensor location can be found in the case G description on the AIJ website.

In URock, a single isolated tree induces only a really small decrease of its downward wind speed. On the contrary, the AIJ

wind tunnel data shows a considerable decrease: at 3 m high, the wind speed is reduced by about half of its initial value between
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10 and 40 m downstream the tree (Fig. 20). The same level of magnitude is obtained by Li et al. (2023) when simulating (via410

a CFD model) the wind around a tree canopy of 3.6 m wide, 3.6 m length and 5 m high. Recently, Margairaz et al. (2022)

updated the GES-Winds vegetation model for isolated trees: they have replaced the initial QUIC-URB vegetation model by

a new one having a wake zone downwind the tree. This model seems to show much better performance than the initial one.

Further wind tunnel or observations should be used to comfort this result but it seems that the vegetation zone model used in

URock and QUIC-URB needs to be updated.415

Figure 20. Wind vectors in an along-wind sectional plane located on the tree center: comparison between URock and AIJ wind tunnel

measurement

4.7 Real urban setting

A real urban setting is used: it is a quite large city block with compact low-rise buildings. The wind tunnel observations are

available for two cases: a potential future urban setting with three new high-rise buildings located on three existing large

courtyards and the current urban setting with only the existing low-rise buildings. The first case has been chosen for URock

evaluation. More informations about the location and size of the buildings, the inflow wind profile and the accurate sensor420

location can be found in the case E description on the AIJ website or in Tominaga et al. (2005). Note that for this experiment,

only the absolute wind speed is available.

When the wind comes from the East, the correlation between URock and AIJ windspeed is quite good, the scatterplot is quite

close from the y = x line although slightly below (Fig. 21b). However, about 10% of the locations are outliers: a major part

of them are overestimations (yellow triangles) and three points are underestimations (yellow diamond). Most of these points425

are located in the largest East North East street (Fig. 21a). Overestimation occurs on the northern part of the street while the

underestimations are located at the intersection with the courtyard where is located the highest building (60 m high).
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Figure 21. Comparison between URock outputs and AIJ wind tunnel measurement for a real urban setting at 2 m high

When the wind comes from the South South-West direction, the correlation between URock and AIJ windspeed is also quite

good. There is a more pronounced underestimation of the wind speed which is quite similar for all AIJ wind speeds (Fig. 21d).

Almost 20% of the locations are outliers (yellow triangles). All of them are overestimations and are most of them are located430

far from high-rise buildings (Fig. 21c). Most of them are also outside any building influence (quite far downwind any building),

even though it is not the case for all locations. The central part of the zone equipped with wind sensors is not concerned by

these outliers. Thus, the spatial variations in the zone of interest are quite well reproduced by URock, even though there is a

general underestimation.
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5 Conclusions435

Most models dedicated to the calculation of wind speed in urban settings are intended to specialists, computationally intensive

or implemented into proprietary softwares. The model presented in this manuscript (URock 2023a) will soon be available in

the free and open source QGIS software within the UMEP plug-in. Its method is based on the so-called Röckle approach: first,

the wind field near obstacles is initialized according to empirical rules drawn from wind tunnel observations; second, the air

flow is balanced minimizing the modification of the initial wind field. This method is reputated as quick but at our knowledge,440

only proprietary implementations exist. URock 2023a model is based on the Röckle zones implemented in the state of the

art QUIC-URB software. The model method and implementation are described Sect. 2 and 3 respectively. Its evaluation is

performed using both wind tunnel measurement (from the AIJ) and QUIC-URB outputs. This is a good opportunity to show

that the results obtained with URock are (i) very close from the ones obtained with QUIC-URB, (ii) close from the ones

obtained in the wind tunnels for most cases, (iii) open to improvements in some cases (further described below).445

In the isolated building cases (section 4.3, 4.4), the wind speed above the building and downstream do not perfectly fit the

wind tunnel data. In the square base case, it seems the rooftop perpendicular zone is too much high while in the rectangular

base case it seems the rooftop perpendicular zone should extend not only above the roof but also above the cavity zone (Fig.

18c). Currently, a rooftop zone stops when the roof ends even though the initial zone length is longer. A potential improvement

could be to keep the rooftop zone even though it is wider (along-wind) than the building width.450

In the third case, when the wind comes from 22.5� clockwise from the left, some small street canyons are created. The wind

direction in these zones might not be appropriate and be partially responsible for the nearby wind speed underestimations. In

this configuration where the street canyon concept is not quite applicable (due to a very limited street canyon length), the wind

flow should be modified in order not to have a brutal change of wind direction. Wind tunnel experiments where the effect of

length of the street canyon is investigated could be a good dataset for model improvements.455

In the first three cases (section 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5), the agreement between the URock field and the wind tunnel data is quite

good. Most of the differences observed might be attributed to the high wind speed values located in an along-wind ellipse

starting from the upwind corner of the building. This zone is not defined as a Röckle zone while decreasing its wind speed at

the initialization stage could solve most of the problems thanks to the mass-balance process:

– reduction of the final wind speed in this zone (Fig. 17),460

– increase of the cross-wind component near the upwind corner (Fig. 17a),

– increase of the vertical component near the upwind corner (Fig. 17),

– decrease the global flow rate entering the streets and thus reducing the wind speed in most locations (Fig. 19a).

As a first attempt, a solution could also be only to delete the displacement vortex zone or set a downward wind in the displace-

ment zone. Indeed, the analysis of the rectangular base case (B) showed that both URock and QUIC-URB have an upward465

wind where AIJ data show downward. This modification may lead to modification in the upstream wind even though we do

not expect it to solve all the problem.
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The isolated tree case does not show a good agreement with the wind tunnel data (which are conforted by other literature

results). It should be further verified using other wind tunnel or observation data and lead to modification of the vegetation

Röckle zones if needed.470

There is a general wind speed underestimation when we compare URock with a compact urban setting. This result seems

to have been identified in previous work (Girard et al., 2018). It seems that this behavior is exacerbated when the number

of upstream buildings increases (direction SSW compared to E). While it seems that the spatial variations are quite well

reproduced, investigations could be carried out to solve this limitation: the vertical wind profile could be updated to take into

account the morphometric characteristics of the urban setting.475

Outside these model improvements, the model is currently limited to flat areas. A next version will account for complex

terrain, taking into account the last literature updates on the field (Robinson et al., 2023).

Code and data availability. The comparison between model outputs (URock, QUIC-URB) and observation (AIJ wind-tunnel experiments)

can be partially reproduced. The QUIC-URB model being a proprietary software, only its output wind fields can be shared. The corresponding

files are permanently available on Zenodo at https://zenodo.org/record/7681245 along with the spatial data for each AIJ case (A, B, C, E480

and G), the URock 2023a software and all scripts needed for running the AIJ cases and comparing QUIC-URB, URock and AIJ wind fields.

More information about the step by step procedure to reproduce the results can be found in the Readme file of the Zenodo repository.

Appendix A: Calculates building Röckle zones

This section contains more details about some of the building Röckle zones calculated in URock.

Displacement zone485

The displacement zone is defined as a quarter of ellipse located on each upwind facade (cf Fig. 1a). The radius of the ellipse

along the facade direction is half the facade length, the radius along the axis perpendicular to the facade (Lf ) is defined by Eq.

A1 and the vertical radius is 60% of the upwind facade height (HF ) (Kaplan and Dinar, 1996).

Lf = 1.5 · Weff

1 +0.8 · Weff

HF

(A1)

Displacement vortex zone490

The displacement vortex zone is defined as a quarter of ellipse located on each upwind facade whenever the angle between

the wind direction and an upwind facade ✓wind/upwindF
is within

[90-PERPENDICULAR_THRESHOLD_ANGLE, 90+PERPENDICULAR_THRESHOLD_ANGLE] (cf Fig. 1a). The size

of the zone is identical in URock and QUIC-URB: the radius of the ellipse along the facade direction is half the facade length,

the radius along the axis perpendicular to the facade (Lfv) is defined by Eq. A2 and the vertical radius is 50% of the upwind495

facade height (HF ) (Bagal et al., 2004).
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Lfv = 0.6 · Weff

1 +0.8 · Weff

HF

(A2)

Cavity zone
The cavity zone can be seen as a quarter of ellipse but having a slightly modified equation. If a standard ellipse has a fixed

center, the one used in URock has a center which moves upon the along-wind direction, following the facade coordinates (cf.500

Fig. 1a). The Eq. A3 gives the modified ellipse coordinates for a wind paralell to the y-axis (in URock, all geometries are

rotated in order to have wind coming along the y-axis - cf Sect. 2.1.2):

x2

W 2
BBox

+
(y� y0F

(x))2

L2
r

+
z2

H2
F

= 1 (A3)

where

x the coordinate of the ellipse along the x-axis505

WBBox the radius of the ellipse along x (corresponding to the cross-wind width of the stacked block)

y the coordinate of the ellipse along the y-axis

y0F
(x) the y-coordinate of the facade (may vary along the x-axis)

Lr the radius of the ellipse along y, defined by Eq. A4

z the coordinate of the ellipse along the z-axis510

HF the radius of the ellipse along z (corresponding to the facade height)

Lr = 1.8 · Weff

(Leff

H )
0.3

· (1 +0.24 · Leff

H ))
(A4)

Rooftop perpendicular zone
The rooftop perpendicular zone is defined as a half ellipse base cylinder cut along its height and located on each rooftop. It

is only created when the angle between the wind direction and an upwind facade ✓wind/upwindF
is within515

[90-PERPENDICULAR_THRESHOLD_ANGLE, 90+PERPENDICULAR_THRESHOLD_ANGLE] (cf Fig. 1a). The cylin-

der height is the length of the upwind facade, the vertical diameter Hcm and the diameter perpendicular to the upwind facade

dcp are defined respectively by Eq. A5 and A6 (Pol et al., 2006).

Hcm = 0.22 · (0.67 ⇤MIN(HF ,Weff ) + 0.33 · MAX(HF ,Weff )) (A5)

8
><

>:

dcp = Lcp · sin(✓wind/upwindF
)

Lcp = 0.9 · (0.67 ⇤MIN(HF ,Weff ) + 0.33 · MAX(HF ,Weff ))
(A6)520
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Rooftop corner zone
The rooftop corner zone is defined as a square base oblique pyramid located on rooftop along an upwind facade with the

apex starting from the most upwind point (cf Fig. 1a). The pyramid height is equal to the length of the upwind facade (Lfc)

while the width of the pyramid base (Lcc is defined by Eq. A7 (Bagal et al., 2004).

Lcc = 2 · Lfc · tan(2.94 · exp(0.0297 · (|✓wind/upwindF
|� ⇡

2
)) (A7)525

where ✓wind/upwindF
is the angle between the wind direction and an upwind facade (in radian)

Appendix B: Calculates wind factors

Wind factors along the three components are defined as fraction of the wind speed at a given height and position and are Röckle

zone dependent. In this section, the Eq. used to calculate these wind factors are described. For a more visual representation of

these equations, please refer to the wind field illustrated Fig. 1.530

Displacement zone
In the displacement zone, the wind factors are defined according to Eq. B1 where z < Hd Bagal et al. (2004).

8
><

>:

V0(z)
Vp(HF ) = U0(z)

Vp(HF ) = Cdz · ( z
HF

)p

Hd = 0.6 · HF ·
r

(1� D2
y

D2
od

)
(B1)

where (cf Fig. B1)

Dy distance to wall along y axis535

Hd ellipsoid height at the distance Dy

Cdz = 0.4

p = 0.16

z level of the cell

Dod length of ellipsoid along y axis at z = 0 m540

✓ angle between wind direction and perpendicular to the building wall

HF building facade height
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Figure B1. Variables needed for wind factor calculation in displacement zones

Displacement vortex zone
In the vortex zone, the wind factors are defined according to Eq. B2 where z < Hdv (Bagal et al., 2004).

8
>>>><

>>>>:

V0(z)
Vp(HF ) =�[0.6 · cos( ⇡·z

0.5·HF

) + 0.05] · 0.6 · sin(⇡·Dy

Dodv

)
W0(z)

Vp(HF ) =�[0.1 · cos(⇡·Dy

Dodv

) + 0.05]

Hdv = 0.5 · HF ·
r

(1� D2
y

D2
odv

)

(B2)545

where (cf Fig. B2)

Dy distance to wall along y axis

Hdv ellipsoid height at the distance Dy

Cdz = 0.4

p = 0.16550

z level of the cell

Dod length of ellipsoid along y axis at z = 0 m

✓ angle between wind direction and perpendicular to the building wall

HF building facade height
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Figure B2. Variables needed for wind factor calculation in displacement vortex zones

Cavity zone555

In the cavity zone, the wind factors are defined according to Eq. B3 where z < Hc (Kaplan and Dinar, 1996).

8
><

>:

V0(Dy,z)
Vp(H) =�(1� Dy

Doc

q
1� z2

H2

)2

Hc = H ·
q

1� D2
y

D2
oc

(B3)

where (cf Fig. B3)

Dy distance to wall along y axis

Hc ellipsoid height at the distance Dy560

z level of the cell

Doc length of ellipsoid along y axis at z = 0 m

H stacked block height
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Figure B3. Variables needed for wind factor calculation in cavity zones

Wake zone
In the vortex zone, the wind factors are defined according to Eq. B4 where z < Hw (Kaplan and Dinar, 1996).565

8
><

>:

V0(Dy,z)
Vp(z) =�[1� (Doc

Dy

)1.5
q

1� z2

H2

1.5

]

Hw = H ·
q

1� D2
y

D2
ow

(B4)

where (cf Fig. B4)

Dy distance to wall along y axis

Hw ellipsoid height at the distance Dy

z level of the cell570

Dow length of ellipsoid along y axis at z = 0m

H stacked block height
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Figure B4. Variables needed for wind factor calculation in wake zones

Rooftop perpendicular zone
In the vortex zone, the wind factors are defined according to Eq. B5 where H < z < H +Hr (Pol et al., 2006).

8
><

>:

V0(Dy,z)
Vp(zref ) =�(H+Hr�z

zref

)p · |H+Hr�z
Hr

|

Hr = Hcm ·
r

1� (Dy�
Lcp

2
Lcp

)2
(B5)575

where (cf Fig. B5)

p = 0.16

V (zref ) wind speed at measurement height zref

Dy distance to wall along y axis

Hr ellipsoid height at the distance Dy580

Hcm maximum ellipsoid height

Lcp rooftop perpendicular length

z level of the cell

H facade height
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Figure B5. Variables needed for wind factor calculation in rooftop perpendicular zones

Rooftop corner zone585

In the vortex zone, the wind factors are defined according to Eq. B6 where H < z < H +Hccp (Pol et al., 2006).

8
>>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>>:

U0(Dy,z)
Vp(zref ) =�C1 · (H+Hccp�z

zref

)p · |H+Hccp�z
Hccp

| · sin(2 · ⇥)
V0(Dy,z)
Vp(zref ) =�C1 · (H+Hccp�z

zref

)p · |H+Hccp�z
Hccp

| · sin2⇥

Hccp = Lccp =
Lcc·

q
x2

Lp
+y2

Lp

Lfc·cos(⇥�[SOP )

C1 = 1+0.05⇤Weff

HF

(B6)

where (cf Fig. B6)

C1 wind speed factor

HF facade height590

Weff stacked block effective length

V (zref ) wind speed at measurement height zref

Hr ellipsoid height at the distance Dy

Hccp the Hccx value for point p

Lccp the Lccx value for point p595

Lfc the facade length

Lcc the Lccx value at the end of the facade length

xLcp
and yLcp absolute coordinates of vector Lccp

z level of the cell

✓ angle between wind direction and perpendicular to the building wall600

[SOP the angle between points S, O and P
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Figure B6. Variables needed for wind factor calculation in rooftop corner zones

Street canyon zone
In the street canyon zone, the wind factors are defined according to Eq. B7 where H < z < Hsc and z < Hc (adapted from

Kaplan and Dinar (1996) and Singh et al. (2008)).

8
>>>><

>>>>:

U0(Dy)
Vp(HUB) = sin(2 · ⇥) · [0.5 + Dy·(Dos�Dy

0.5·D2
os

]
V0(Dy)

Vp(HUB) = sin2⇥� cos2⇥ · Dy·(Dos�Dy)
0.25·D2

os

]
W0(Dy)
Vp(HUB) =�|0.5 · (1� Dy

0.5·Dos

)| · (1� Dos

0.5·Dos

)

(B7)605

where (cf Fig. B7)

✓ angle between wind direction and perpendicular to the downwind building wall

Dy distance along y axis from the upstream building wall

Dos distance between the upstream and the downwind buildings of the canyon

HUB the upwind building height610

HSC the height of the lowest street canyon building

Hc ellipsoid height at the distance Dy (Eq. B3)
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Figure B7. Variables needed for wind factor calculation in street canyon zones

Vegetation in built-up areas
In the vegetation built zone, the wind factors are defined according to Eq. B8 where z < Hvtm (Nelson et al., 2009).

V0(z)
Vp(z)

=
ln(Hvtm

z0
)

ln( z
z0

)
· exp(↵i · ( z

Hvtm
� 1)) (B8)615

where (cf Fig. B8)

Hvtm the maximum canopy height above the cell of interest

z0 the roughness length of the surface

z level of the cell

↵i the attenuation factor of vegetation i (=0 if there is no vegetation at height z)620

Figure B8. Variables needed for wind factor calculation in vegetation built zones

Vegetation in open areas
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In the vegetation open zone, the wind factors are defined according to Eq. B9 where z < Hvtm and to Eq. B10 where

z �Hvtm (Nelson et al., 2009).

V0(z)
Vp(z)

=
ln(Hvtm�d

z0
)

ln( z
z0

)
· exp(↵i · ( z

Hvtm
� 1)) (B9)

625

V0(z)
Vp(z)

=
ln( z�d

z0
)

ln( z
z0

)
(B10)

where (cf Fig. B9)

Hvtm the maximum canopy height above the cell of interest

d is the displacement length (Tab. 1)

z0 the roughness length of the surface630

z level of the cell

↵i the attenuation factor of vegetation i (=0 if there is no vegetation at height z)

Figure B9. Variables needed for wind factor calculation in vegetation open zones
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